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what is tempest bay?
Tempest Bay is a small town on a stormy coast at the end of the earth. From jagged clifftops to shoreline cottages, it’s a
place of rugged charm and intense beauty: the spot where you can truly get away from it all. Be creative. Find yourself.
But it’s also a frontier that calls and haunts people. The vast southern ocean, stretching all the way to Antarctica, holds
primordial forces that terrified ancient navigators and whalers. The town itself has a dark, tangled history that still echoes
in abandoned buildings and the eldritch sitting rooms of old families. Surviving local rituals such as The Letting Festival
are quirky on the surface but hold memories of hideous bargains struck a century ago.
In Tempest Bay emotions and mental states are like the weather: fierce, changeable, and sometimes wildly creative or
destructive. Inspired by everything from Under Milk Wood, H.P. Lovecraft, The Wicker Man, and The Long Dark, this is
where cosmic horror meets personal truth.
Tempest Bay stories are about obsessive people navigating the borderland between civilisation and madness. They
struggle to explore, understand, and reconcile the landscape around them and within, venturing into unexplored
territory that extends far beyond the mortal mind.
We are all human, our inner light surrounded by the darkness of the unknown. In Tempest Bay, even more so.
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Exploring

tempest bay
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The Hills
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1 - Abandoned Lighthouse
2 - Orange Caravan
3 - Dirt Gate
4 - West Stairs
5 - Poncy Houses
6 - Walking Trails
7 - Tunnel
8 - Spiral Cave
9 - Old Radio Tower
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The Flat

10 - Town Centre
11 - Converted Warehouses
12 - Copse Wood
13 - Starlight Cinema
14 - Jessica’s House

Jurassic Coast

15 - Wartime Cottages
16 - Starry Voyager (wreck)
17 - Dilapidated Pier
18 - The Splash
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East Side

19 - Cricket Fields
20 - Tomorrow Shines
21 - Hermit Cave
22 - Jurassic Coast
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Core story drivers

emotional climate change
I used to think it was all in my head. The feeling that it was like weather rolling in. Bleak days, anxious days, even the
high fun days. But it’s not, is it. It’s out there, in everything. Something really is changing. We’re all going crazy together.
You feel it too, don’t you?
Emotions, inspirations, dreams, nightmares, and memory are not human creations. They’re embedded in the world
around us, a shared landscape and weather system as real as any other. Nowhere is this clearer than in Tempest Bay.
It’s always been a place where everything feels more intense. That moment of sunlight on the walk down to your letterbox. The taste of a homegrown brew at the Spriggan pub. The deeply satisfying afternoon sex to be had up on the
wooded trails in the north hills.
But Tempest Bay’s psychogeography goes beyond individual experiences. Certain places, like the Jurassic Coast or the
wreck of the Starry Voyager or the alleyway behind the Doris Cafe, have powerful effects on all who visit them. And when
squalls roll in off the ocean, the whole town goes a little mad. Everyone feels it. Those with long enough memories even
know what happens every few decades when a really big storm makes landfall. Wild and surpassingly strange times that
leave scars on the very soul of the town.
That feeling’s been rising again, recently. And the rest of the world is feeling it too. Everything’s beginning to boil, like an
overheated climate going into carbon spasms. Heading for a sharp, violent phase state transition.
To put it simply: we’re all going crazy now. And Tempest Bay’s emotional climate is ground zero.
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the navigators and the lost
You take the road down through the isthmus from Wellington city, leaving office towers and hipster bars and broadband
internet behind. Eventually, after a lost turn or two, you find the hill tunnel with the faded signpost. Clacking inside the
concrete, there’s a moment of no light ahead or behind, a grey inbetween that feels like some kind of boundaryBut there it is. Spreading out below as you emerge above the sea. Unexpected, but also just what you expected. Somehow. Here we are.
Tempest Bay is the end of the earth but also, for some, a new beginning. It’s a frontier where people come drawn by an
inner call: a song, or a whisper, or an indefinable scratching in the back of their mind. Almost all these newcomers soon
realise that they are, in one way or another, out of their depth. The town has a way of stripping away comforting illusions
and replacing them with the cold, lonely realisation that you are a lost soul on a vast ocean.
It’s a painful threshold to cross. Some quietly - or not so quietly - break (the ruined tower known as the Lighthouse on the
western cliffs was once a mission caring for the insane). But others find ways to navigate this strange territory, and rediscover themselves in a new light.
It might be an artistic flowering; Tempest Bay is filled with intense works of disturbing genius. Or a retreat in Hermit Cave
cave down by the shoreline. A confrontation with a ghastly horror. Living with the ghosts of the past in one of the old
family houses. There are even those who act out commuter lives, going through the tunnel to Wellington jobs every day,
coming back in the early evening, and desperately clinging to the illusion that this is all just fine.
In Tempest Bay, the outsider is Everyman. Everyone exists here with a perverse need to reconcile the rising tides around
them. Some stay lost. Others learn to navigate. Tempest Bay stories are about the journey and the people you find along
the way.
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the town of secrets
Every small town has its secrets. But Tempest Bay is literally created from them.
What’s the dark truth about the old shipwreck? Where does the closed-off door in the Idle Hour bookstore lead?
Why does Rosie Gavin finish early on Wednesdays and hurry through Copse Wood to the abandoned cinema,
looking over her shoulder all the way? Who knows the hidden ingredient in old Jessica Plumber’s pink icing
cake, that she serves with a rictus smile?
Tempest Bay stories always involve the revealing of hidden things, and the realisation that there’s
still more to discover. Every person, every building, every place,
every landmark contains layers to be peeled back. Open a door
and history jumps out. Lift a rock and an unexpected insight
will scuttle away. The Bay is an endlessly woven cloak
of the forgotten and concealed, waiting for those
stubborn or foolish enough to pry.
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wouldn’t ‘ave it any other way
Dreams. Madness. Kindness. Material reality trapped between realms of information and imagination. The strangeness
behind the curtain, the beauty of a too-still meadow on a hilltop.
Tempest Bay is very much about cosmic struggles reflected in everyday moments. In this space where the energies of
the vast ocean, extending all the way to the alien territory of Antarctica, make landfall, we find existential horror mixed
with unexpected light.
There are many geographies to explore here on this frontier, once you gain the tools. And the thing that unites most of
the town’s inhabitants - aside from the desperately sad day-jobbers - is the gut knowledge that for all its weird shit, this is
the place to be.
People who learn to love Tempest Bay can’t exist anywhere else: the ‘normal’ world, though it’s starting to catch up,
simply isn’t intense, personal, volatile, and real enough.
Welcome to our little slice of life.
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the weather
Tempest Bay lies on a jagged stretch of the south Wellington coast next to one of the roughest bodies of water on earth.
The physical weather shapes the town’s life: a constant swing between angry squalls, Antarctic breezes, gorgeous sunlight, deep shadows and moments of rare stillness when it feels as though the whole southern hemisphere is holding its
breath.
The emotional weather is just as real as the physical. Moods settle on the town like cloud patterns. Squalls of intense
feeling blow in off the ocean (or more accurately, off a presence lurking far away in the deep). Drifting showers of loneliness and joy wander the clifftops. Most of the townsfolk are sensitive to these phenomena and deal with them in their
own way. But it’s a fact of living here, and a constant background presence in Tempest Bay stories.
Perhaps once every twenty years the real storm makes landfall. A vortex of wind, rain, lightning, and madness that
knocks Tempest Bay right off its rocker, unleashing the darkest strangest tendencies of everyone who lives there. Many
truly horrific moments in the town’s history have occurred around these storms. And we’re overdue for the next one.
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local elements

native plants
Locals call them Whisper Fingers: odd, spindly plants with a distinct
purple blotching that grow like weeds across Tempest Bay. You’ll
find them tufting out beneath letterboxes, peering over gutters,
scattered across clifftops.
They flutter like streamers in the wind, and if you taste one it’ll leave
a funny tingle on your tongue, but otherwise they seem
unremarkable…
… except they’re somehow connected to the emotional weather of
the Bay. When the Whisper Fingers spread, choking the ditches and
covering the rooftops, you can bet your grandma there’s
a bad feeling on the horizon.
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art from the soul of a place
Behind its seaside charm and small-town quiet, Tempest Bay hides a wild profusion of obsessive, haunting art.
The creative responses of generations of troubled souls have shaped every aspect of the environment. Once you start
to look, it’s everywhere: savagely erotic tree carvings in Copse Wood; mesmerising oil paintings stacked carelessly in the
woodshed by Catter’s Corner; poetry and sculpture and assemblage and even the words traced in the sand some mornings down by the shoreline, washing away like a frail offering to the ocean.
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local elements

family ties
There are many dividing lines in Tempest Bay. The Flat and East Side; well-off and struggling; the mad and the boring.
But one of the sharpest boundaries is between the old families and more recent arrivals.
The old families made this place. Names like the Plumbers and the Starlings and the Sandersons are infused into the
sweat and pain of Tempest Bay’s 19th century creation. They’ve been through all the storms. Felt the horrors and joys
and disgraces. Done the bad things we don’t talk about. Their houses, not always the biggest or fanciest, are twisted
vaults of secret memories.
They’ve degenerated over the years. Bloodlines thin. People escape to Wellington city. It’s not like the old days any
more. But there’s a hard, nuggety current in Tempest Bay that says, if your people weren’t here by 1932 at the latest,
you’ll never belong.
Occasionally someone from a family line that moved away years ago will return to Tempest Bay looking for their heritage. Those people are in for a complicated experience.
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timeline of events
C.~1300 AD: After arriving in Aotearoa from Hawaiki, several groups of Māori settle in the region at the bottom of
Te Ika-a-Māui, later known by Europeans as Wellington. They emphatically, and smartly, give one particular bay a wide
berth.
1850s: European settlement is underway in the Wellington region. The first recorded building in Tempest Bay is a
tower built by an unknown group on the western cliffs above the sea. Wellington newspaper clippings from 1857 make
oblique reference to ‘unsavoury behaviours along the south coast.’
1862: Expedition ship The Starry Voyager returns from a long journey in the
Antarctic ocean but is wrecked off Tempest Bay in a violent storm. The few sailors
who make it to shore go desperately mad. Notorious Wellington family The
Plumbers (Glenda, Ham, and Cuddy) struggle to counter the malign influences
at play.
1888: A few dozen dribs and drabs of outcasts have made Tempest Bay
their home. Fleeing over the hills from a scandal, Glenda Plumber moves in,
announces herself the first Mayor, and begins whipping everyone into shape,
sometimes literally. Smuggling operations and various unspoken activities thrive.
1901: The first great storm of the 20th century makes landfall. Almost every
building in Tempest Bay is destroyed. In the aftermath it’s discovered that Joseph
Kagani, a reclusive naturalist obsessed with the local ‘whisper finger’ plants, has
turned to cannibalism… and he isn’t alone.
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timeline of events
1928: Glenda Plumber dies and Wellington bureaucrats take advantage. A new town plan begins to be imposed on
Tempest Bay, jamming a street grid into the centre of The Flat, along with a public works road tunnel through the hills
for easier access. There’s even a subsidised cinema, the Starlight. Population swells quickly, with many of the old families
caught between local tradition and ‘progress’.
1932: A beach cave picnic turns into a nightmare when nearly everyone in the party dies of poisoning. Soon after,
an earthquake buries the remains. Rumours swirl about the lone survivor, twelve year old Jessica Logan, who had been
fighting with her twin sister Rose the day before. Jessica was always an ‘odd gel’ who spoke her mind too much. She
departs soon after, and rumour says she hopped ship for overseas.
1943: The War Ministry decides to build gun emplacements along the Bay’s Jurassic Coast to guard against Japanese
invasion of Wellington. The engineering project goes badly, with even the local plants seeming hostile.
1946: A charismatic young woman arrives in Tempest Bay from post-war Europe. Her name is Jessica Flower. The
townsfolk forget, or choose not to remember, who she once was. Jessica settles in and with her quick wit and worldly
force of character quickly becomes a feature of local society, investing in a bookshop and cafe in town centre. She even
starts writing crime novels. Tempest Bay doesn’t have a Mayor any more, but if it did, Jessica would wear the hat.
1957: Detective Brownlee of the Wellington police is sent to Tempest Bay to investigate the strange disappearance
of an artist. But what is truly concealed, and who is really uncovering it?
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timeline of events
1971: Amid the folk-music craze and the liberalising atmosphere of the time, an old ceremony that hasn’t been seen
since the 1920s is revived. The Letting Festival involves placing beloved objects on a makeshift raft and ‘letting them go’
out into the great ocean at the tide turn. But the moment is disrupted when the worst emotional storm in 40 years rolls
in. Perhaps a different offering is needed.
1980s: Tempest Bay enters a period of decline and compromise. With increased travel options, local teenagers flee
as soon as they’re able. Old family houses start to rot and the Starlight Cinema becomes an abandoned shell.
Whisper Finger plants choke the ditches and gutters. Yuppies from Wellington city arrive to develop flashy
properties in the hills. The locals vs newcomers tension gets worse every year. But the Letting
Festival persists.
1989: A colossal squid washes up on shore during a storm.
Eating its flesh sparks a memory that feels older than
human existence.
1993: Despite strong protests, the Tomorrow Shines
housing development is built on the east side of The
Splash. Hopeful young families move en masse to
Tempest Bay. Children roam the woods and coastline.
Couples (and triples) discover the intense sex to be
had up on the hill trails. But inside the shoddily
built development houses, some families fester.
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timeline of events
1995: A laid-off accountant named Ginny Wilkins seemingly murders her husband, daughter, and son before collapsing in an epileptic fit. Detective Sara Brownlee is assigned the case because of her father’s history with the Bay, and
develops a deeply complicated relationship with its secrets.
2015: Eva Lamprey, a struggling indie videogame designer, moves into one of the War Cottages along the shoreline
that was once owned by her grandmother. She’s spent almost her whole life overseas, and Tempest Bay is little more
than a childhood memory… but something here hasn’t forgotten her.
2018: A rash of unexplained poisonings hits Tempest Bay. 98 year old Jessica Flower, still going strong in her neat
little house near the old Starlight, couldn’t possibly have anything to do with it.
20XX: The world is in rising crisis. As those who can afford it flee to New Zealand, a reviled tech billionaire arrives in
Tempest Bay with his 12 year old daughter, squatting in an old caravan up on the cliffs by the Lighthouse. He has a
secret purpose that would seem insane anywhere else but might just fit the moment. A huge storm builds and the town
once again enters dangerous, unexplored territory.
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